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A Privileged Moment 
in Our History

By Angela Y. Davis
Main address delivered at Jewish Affairs 15th An
nual Dinner, September 20,1987 at the Penta Hotel, 
NYC.

I am honored to share the platform this afternoon 
with Herbert Aptheker, distinguished scholar and editor 
of Jewish Affairs and with Lewis Moroze, the managing 
editor of the journal, which represents the most 
forward-looking trends among Jewish-Americans to
day.

As an Afro-American Communist, I am proud to be 
participating in this event, further extending the histori
cal connection between progressive forces in the Jewish 
community and their counterparts in the Black commu
nity. We have always been able to trace racism and 
anti-semitism to a common source. And it has always 
been in our interests to unite and to stand steadfastly 
together in our common quest for justice, peace, and 
equality.

More people than ever before in the history of our 
country are actively engaged in serious reflections on the 
future of the democratic process. Workers and students, 
Christian and Jewish religious activists, solidarity and 
peace activists, activists in the women’s movement, the 
youth movement — increasing numbers of people are 
aware of the menacing assaults on democracy emanating 
from the Reagan Administration.

In a sense, this is a privileged moment in our 
history. It is a moment we must seize in orderto forge the 
united movements capable of definitively pushing back 
the offensive of the ultra-right — in order to move on in 
the direction of true democracy which means, for the 
immediate future, the defeat of Reaganism and ulti
mately, the construction of a socialist basis for democ
racy in this country.

This is a privileged moment in our history, for 
precisely now as we celebrate the 200th anniversary of 
the Constitution of the United States, we are being 
publicly presented with incontrovertible evidence of 
grave subversions of our constitutional rights and liber
ties. Although the scriptwriters for the military industrial 
complex may have attempted to elevate Oliver North to 
the status of a folk hero, his reign was as short as the brief 
television flashes we were offered of his performance 
during the Iran-Contra Hearings. Even the attempts to 
cash in on his fleeting popularity by would-bc capitalists 
were utterly unsuccessful. Time Magazine pointed out
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Court?”
And, indeed, Robert Bork represents the undemo

cratic, fascist-leaning spirit which pervaded the Iran- 
Contra affair. As a matter of fact, on issues around 
which Reagan has often been made to sidestep due to the 
resistance mounted by people's movements — issues 
such as trade union rights, abortion rights, women’s 
rights in general, freedom of speech, racism — Robert 
Bork has walked with a very heavy foot. Bork does not 
dance around the issues. He does not require a script, 
except his own interpretation of the so-called "original 
intent” of the “founding fathers.” His is a script which 
was written by white men of the ruling class at a time 
when industrial capitalism was only beginning to 
emerge and thus prior to the rise of the trade union 
movement. It is a script which was written at a time 
when women were defined as either some man's daugh
ter or wife, but by no means autonomous human beings 
deserving of basic human rights. It is a script which was 
written at a time when Black people were considered to 
be only partially human — in the eyes of the constitu
tion, a Black person was only three-fifths of a human 
being. And the indigenous people of this land were not 
even acknowledged to exist at all.

While Bork's record proves him to be an unabashed 
advocate of right-wing politics, he is attempting to con
vey the impression that politically he is neutral — 
neither liberal nor conservative. Yet, his own recent 
attempts to recant many of his previously stated senti
ments — specifically regarding privacy rights, the rights 
of women and of the racially oppressed — are sufficient 
evidence that even Bork himself believes that his politi
cal views are reason enough to block him from a lifetime 
position on the Supreme Court.

Furthermore, Bork supporters have accused the 
American Bar Association of "playing politics' ’ after its 
non-unanimous vote on Bork's nomination — the 
ABA’s first non-unanimous vote on a Supreme Court 
nominee since the 1971 Rehnquist nomination. This is a 
ludicrous accusation to say the least, for what could be 
more of a political play than Ronald Reagan's attempt to 
swing the balance of the Supreme Court to the far right 
well into the twenty-first century,???

Even as Bork attempts to camoutlage his real stand 
on constitutional issues, he has revealed himself to be a 
man with regressive, anti-working class stands. When 
questioned by Sen. Howard Metzenbaum about a deci
sion he wrote as a member of the Federal Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia, he left no doubt in 
anyone's mind that he was partial toward the interests of
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this week that few Ollie North t-shirts were actually sold 
and that the originator of plans for an Ollie North doll 
cancelled them because he received so few orders. And, 
as Time confessed, “. . . the Old Man River Doghouse, 
[a sandwich joint in New York State], has replaced the 
Oliver North Sandwich [which was made of beef, 
bologna, shredded lettuce, and a ‘secret, covert sauce’] 
with the Piggly Wiggly, a frankfurter topped with bacon 
and cheese. From hero to hotdog in just two months.”

Jokes aside, what is the enduring meaning of Oliver 
North? He will remain a symbol of the Reagan Adminis
tration’s efforts to create a police state structure within 
the government, an ultra-right junta, which not only 
trampled upon the rights of the people of Nicaragua, but 
which also turned up their noses at the rights and liberties 
of every citizen of the United States. People’s awareness 
of this process has led to a passionate upsurge in their 
determination to defend what vestiges of democracy still 
remain in this country. •

A coalition consisting of a vast diversity of indi
viduals and organizations has emerged in response to yet 
another expose of the Reagan Administration’s attack on 
the democratic process. Little more than a year before 
we will finally see Ronald Reagan depart from the White 
House, we are faced with what is no doubt the most 
critical domestic political issue to arise in recent years: 
Reagan’s proclamation that the confirmation of Robert 
Bork as a Supreme Court Justice is his main domestic 
priority. Senator Kennedy has charged that the Bork 
nomination is Reagan’s “plan for an ideological coup on 
the Supreme Court.” In response to the Bork nomina
tion — which has the potential of being the most lethal 
campaign against democratic rights in this country to 
come of the Reagan presidency — progressive forces are 
coming out in enormous numbers, serving notice that we 
are uniting and organizing to defend our rights, our trade 
unions, our communities, and our country. A People’s 
Agenda for jobs, peace, and equality is the order of the 
day.

At a time when Ronald Reagan should be ducking 
out the back door of the White House, with his head 
hung low in the disgraceful wake of the scandalous 
Iran-Contra affair, instead, in a last gasp for ultra- con
servative glory, he is waving the flag of the far right, 
which he hopes to plant firmly and lastingly in the heart 
of the Supreme Court. This move is especially audaci
ous. As Michael Cowan, Executive Director of the Na
tional Lawyers’ Guild, has pointed out, “Until the ques
tion of offenses which might be impeachable are de
cided, how can Reagan now appoint to the Supreme 
September/October 1987



gress, who was imprisoned and then exiled because of 
his resistance to apartheid. As a professor of Africana 
studies at Stony Brook, he taught a course on the Politics 
of Race. One possible topic for a paper required in the 
course was on the relationship between Zionism and 
racism. In 1983, a visiting Israeli professor leveled the 
charge against Dr. Dube that he was anti-semitic, for no 
other reason than the allusion in his course to the connec
tion between Zionism and racism.

However, when this charge was investigated by the 
Faculty Senate, the conclusion reached was that the 
charge had no merit. Nonetheless, the Anti-Defamation 
League launched a campaign against Ernest dube which 
eventually took on national and international dimen
sions. The goal of the campaign, which was directed 
against the President of the University, was the removal 
of Dr. Dube. This campaign sparked the involvement of 
a group known as the Jewish Defense Organization, 
which, in their words, publicly threatened to “teach 
[Dube] a lesson in ‘Jewish Justice’”.

When this professor came up for tenure, even 
though two faculty committees made positive recom
mendations, the president rejected it. A review commit
tee was formed, which unanimously recommended ten
ure, a recommendation which was turned down by the 
chancellor. When a second review committee unani
mously recommended tenure, not only did the chancel
lor refuse to grant Dr. Dube tenure, but he terminated 
him from the university!

Dr. Dube is presently involved in litigation against 
the SUNY. Even the New York Times had editorialized 
against this repressive act. “ Pending the outcome of that 
suit,” the Times said, “the question lingers about aca
demic freedom at Stony Brook: how free?”

This is an issue around which the Afro-American 
community and the Jewish community can build a solid 
alliance. The repressive assault on the right of a South 
African professor is shrouded with the false accusation 
of anti-semitism.

It also raises the larger issue of Israel’s support for 
Apartheid South Africa. It is indeed hypocritical to con
demn the atrocities committed against Black people in 
South Africa — and indeed to denounce the Reagan 
government and the US transnational corporations for 
the part they play in bolstering this regime, without at the 
same time issuing a strong censure against Israel for tis 
continual support of apartheid. Even the mild sanctions 
recommended by a ministerial committee have been 
indefinitely postponed by the Israeli government.

The Jewish community must join the Afro-
Jewish Affairs

Yet another racist attack around which we must 
organize is the anti-democratic, repressive denial of 
tenure to Dr. Ernest Dube by the administration at State 
University of New York, Stony Brook. Dr. Dube is a 
South African, a member of the African National Con-
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corporations. In his decision, he affirmed the right of 
American Cyanimid Company to require that women 
working in an unsafe environment face the alternative of 
submitting to sterilization or of being fired. Bork’s jus
tification was: at least they had a choice. A choice 
between joblessness or sterility!

What is most exciting, however, is not what is 
transpiring inside the Bork hearings, but rather the ac
tivist protest that has been generated in response to the 
effort to confirm this ultra-conservative. In Washington 
and throughout the country, hundreds and possibly 
thousands of organizations are joining together to block 
the confirmation of Bork. Trade Unions are working 
with Civil Rights Organizations and women’s groups 
and Jewish organizations. Within this vast coalition of 
peace organizations, Central America, and South Africa 
solidarity organizations. There are gay organizations, 
seniors’ groups, youth groups. Black people, Jews, 
Latinos, Asians, and Native Americans are joining 
hands in this struggle. There is one thing we can say 
about Bork — he has brought us all out of our factories, 
our homes, and our classrooms.

The mobilization against Bork can not only be the 
pivotal factor in preventing his confirmation, it can spur 
us on toward greater efforts to build united movements 
around priority issues on our people’s agenda for peace, 
jobs, and equality.

Bernard Goetz and the young lynch-mob members 
in Howard Beach are racist blights on the city of New 
York. But we must certainly congratulate New Yorkers 
for sponsoring the candlelight march this evening in the 
Canarsie section of Brooklyn, where three young Black 
workers were attacked by a gang of white youths. Sixty 
organizations coalesced around the anti-racist action this 

evening.Progressive New Yorkers must also expose the 
racist character of the defense in the Howard Beach case 
— specifically, the exclusion of Black jurors by the 

defense.
I invite you to attend or spread the word about the 

upcoming conference of the National Alliance Against 
Racist and Political Repression in Birmingham, 
Alabama during the first weekend in November, and 
about our continuing struggle to free Johnny Imani Har

ris.
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American community and its allies in vigorously con
demning racism, in its domestic as well as international 
manifestations. The Afro-American community must, 
in turn, develop stronger stands against anti-semitism, 
recognizing that any expression of anti-Jewish bias or 
anti-Jewish violence inevitably strengthens the forces of 
racism. We must also take care to point out that Zionism 
— as powerful as it may be — does not represent the 
interests of the Jewish community.

This is a privileged moment in our history. Even as 
the trade union movement sustains devastating attacks 
emanating from the Reagan Administration, it is grow
ing more politically independent and indeed more milit
ant. 14 million workers have lost their jobs during the 
tenure of the Reagan Administration: 57% of all steel
workers, 39% of all factory workers, and 46% of all 
miners. All of us who are trade unionists must unite with 
our sisters and brothers who work, but are unorganized, 
with those who are homeless — with racially oppressed 
communities to raise stronger demand for jobs than at 
any other time in our history. During the 1988 election 
campaigns, this must be a pivotal demand in the effort to 
evict all the remnants of Reaganism from the White 
House.

If we wish to succeed in our struggle for jobs — and 
for housing, for better education, for free childcare, for 
women’s reproductive rights, this will mean doubling 
our efforts to cut the spiraling military budget. And — at 
this moment in our history — the prospects of success 
are greater than ever before. An index of the mass 
comprehension of the need to prevent the insatiable 
monster of a military budget from consuming all the 
human resources our people need is the fact that virtually 
all the contenders for the Democratic Party’s president
ial nomination have gone on record in favor of cutting 
the military budget — Jesse Jackson, of course, Pat 
Schroeder, Paul Simon, Richard Gephardt, Joseph Bi
den, and Michael Dukakis. Only Bruce Babbitt and 
Albert Gore have failed to associate themselves with the 
mass sentiment.

A recent UN conference on the Relationship be
tween Disarmament and Development pointed out the 
international ramifications of this issue. According to 
the Nicaraguan Deputy Foreign Minister, the $15.6 bil
lion spent on intervention in Central America could have 
been used to build ‘21 development projects, 840 com
pletely equipped hospitals, and 630,000 schools in Cen
tral America.” Needless to say, the Reagan Government 
refused to participate in this conference.

(Continued on page II)

The U.S. Constitution 
and Reganism 

by Herbert Aptheker
Address delivered at 15th Annual Dinner of Jewish 
Affairs, New York City, September 20, 1987 at the 
Penta Htel.

September, 1987 marks the official beginning of 
the celebration by the ruling class of the Bicentennial of 
the Constitution of the United States.

The National Bicentennial Commission is chaired 
by former Chief Justice Warren E. Burger. Several 
months ago, Mr. Burger told a group of one hundred 
business leaders: “There is a major role for the private 
sector in this celebration, in general funding of the 
commission, and in sponsoring various projects." 
Among the projects so far announced is the joint spon
sorship by the Commission of the Bicentennial with the 
15th anniversary of Walt Disney World, Inc., and a 
national contest by the Philip Morris Tobacco Company 
on the right of a tobacco company to advertise its benign 
products. Hilton Hotels plans to place a copy of the 
Constitution next to the Bible in its rooms, and the MCI 
Communications Corporation will sponsor a baseball 
game between the Philadelphia Phillies and the New- 
York Mets to be played in Washington, D.C., thus 
honoring the sites of the Constitution’s signing, of the 
first Congress convened in 1789 and of the present scat 
of Government — all this with one baseball game!

What State Bicentennial Commissions are likely to 
do became clear when the textbook for the celebration by 
California was unveiled. This turned out to be a study 
modestly entitled “The Making of America" by that 
renowned scholar, W. Cleon Skousen. Mr. Skousen is 
also the author of the McCarthy era classic called "The 
Naked Communist"; he recently retired as police chief 
of Salt Lake City and from an eminent post in the John 
Birch Society.

Forrest McDonald, a professor of history at the 
University of Alabama (now visiting at the College of 
William & Mary in Virginia), has been selected to give 
the 1987 Jefferson Lecture by the National Endow ment 
for the Humanities.

Professor McDonald is an outspoke adherent of 
Hamiltonianism, which was on the Right of the political 
spectrum in the 18th century; holding fast to this view as 
the 21st century looms, makes McDonald a fitting Jef
ferson lecturer in the era of Ronald Reagan!

The New York Times, reporting on some of Mr.
Page 5



♦ ♦ ♦

There is good reason for us to celebrate the bicen
tennial of the Constitution. That document, when 
created, was the most advanced charter of government in 
the world. It confirmed the main results of the Revolu
tion: a republic replacing a monarchy, the elimination of 
feudal vestiges, the termination of special church 
privileges, the ending of religious requirements for the 
holding of federal office, and affirming not only the right 
to national self-determination but also, in ending colo
nial status, giving the first example of the achievement 
of that right with arms in hand.

The Constitution’s Preamble — which is, of 
course, an integral part of the document as a whole — 
affirmed the revolutionary theory of popular 
sovereignty, as opposed to inherited sovereignty; that 
was something new and startling for the world of the 
18th century. No wonder European States made posses
sion of a copy of the U.S. Constitution a criminal of
fense, well into the 19th century!

With all its positive features, including the popu-
Jewish Affairs

of Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, Thomas 
Paine, Benjamin Franklin, Abigail Adams and John Jay, 
all of whom were actively engaged in either anti-slavery 
organizational efforts and/or polemics — in the cases of 
Jefferson, Franklin and Paine, polemics whose sharp
ness was hardly exceeded later by William Lloyd Garri
son.

It was in this era that hundreds of slaves were 
manumitted in Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina 
for reasons of conscience, that slavery was forbidden in 
the Northwest Territory, that the international slave 
trade was outlawed as “piracy," and that emancipation 
acts swept Northern states so that all of them had pro
vided for the termination of slavery by 1804.

Another reflection of this profound concern with 
slavery among many white people making up the Con
stitutional generation is the fact that its immediate draf
ters were so embarrassed by its existence that they delib
erately omitted the cursed word from the finished docu
ment.

That a professor of history, selected to give the 
Jefferson Lecture by what is called the National En
dowment for the Humanities, is ignorant of these basic 
facts in our history, suggests that as McDonald will be 
talking the ghost of Jefferson will be squirming. Butthen 
with Ronald Reagan occupying the same office as that 
once held by Abraham Lincoln, nothing absurd and even 
criminal that transpires in Washington these days is truly 
surprising.

McDonald’s current lecturers — preparatory to the Jef
ferson Lecture — managed to interview him. Its repor
ter, Irwin Molotsky, observed that Supreme Court Jus
tice Thurgood Marshall recently had suggested that the 
original Constitution was far from perfect and that in
tense public pressure, beginning with that which pro
duced the Amendments known as the Bill of Rights and 
inlcuding those which terminated slavery, enfranchised 
Black men and then all women, had been necessary to 
make the document more commensurate with present 
social requirements. Marshall’s view clearly suggested 
that the Constitution was not something to be embalmed 
but rather to be constantly examined so that it might be 
made even more helpful for current and future genera
tions.

Mr. Molotsky asked Professor McDonald to com
ment especially on Justice Marshall’s point that the 
constitution granted some freedoms “but denied them to 
slaves.” To this Professor McDonald responded: 
“Slavery was a fact. It had simply not crossed many 
people's intellectual and moral horizons to question it.” 
Of course, here McDonald meant white people; presum
ably he forgot that the slaves were people and presuma
bly, also, he knows that they did question it!

Professor McDonald went on, quite gratuitously, to 
suggest that slaves in the Unites States lived in far 
superior conditions as compared with contemporary 
European peasants.

The latter comment shows a singular ignorance as 
to the realities of slavery in the United States. It also 
reminds one of some of today’s Zionists who insist that 
the Palestinians lucky enough to be in the grasp of Israel 
are “better off than Arabs living elsewhere in the 
Middle East, and of those partisans of apartheid who 
insist that Blacks in South Africa are “better off than 
their counterparts elsewhere in Africa. The fools insist 
on fighting and dying in order to be “worse off!

As to Professor McDonald’s remark that slavey 
was a “fact” at the time, one is at a loss to plumb the 
intricacies of that cryptic remark. But his assertion that 
few (white) people had questioned it at the time reflects 
an ignorance of 18th century history that should embar
rass beginners at the universities to which the professor 
is attached.

The fact is that the Revolutionary and Constitu
tional generations witnessed profound questioning by 
white people of slavery. This was true of entire religious 
denominations, as the Quakers, Baptists and 
Methodists, and it was true of many of the Fathers (and 
Mothers) of those generations, it was true, for example,
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larly demanded Bill of Rights, the Constitution, how
ever, was an 18th century document, drafted and con
firmed by States dominated by private-property owners, 
including especially slaveowners. The result was not 
only the document’s main weakness — recognizing 
slavery (albeit ashamed to use the word); it also meant 
limiting the concept of freedom — for others — to 
political only and even there very incompletely, espe
cially as concerns the Native American peoples, people 
without significant property ownership, and all women.

Recognizing the positive features of the Constitu
tion, for its time, and underlining the limitations of the 
document, even for its time, it is necessary also to insist, 
in tune with the forward-looking essence of the Constitu
tion, that the 20th century and the 21st that looms just 
over the horizon demand a very great extension of the 
concept of freedom. This must mean now, in the first 
place, the full consideration of all the People, including 
the vast majority of the People, that is to say, all women, 
all minorities, and working people as a whole.

This must mean also the expansion of the definition 
of freedom, which to the bourgeoisie was concerned 
only with matters political and even there meant freedom 
from, not freedomro, meant what government mightnor 
do, and not what government could do and must do to 
make life really full and decent and creative for the entire 
population. This means specifically in our day the ex
pansion of the concept of freedom so that it includes all 
the traditional freedoms — so nobly described in our Bill 
of Rights — but also includes basic socio-economic 
rights: the right to a life of sufficient economic and 
material requirements and a life free of indignities and 
insults. Freedom is a mockery when it is freedom to be 
hungry, to be unemployed, to be illiterate, to be ill- 
housed, to live in fear of illness, to live in fear of 
insecurity when elderly, to live with the burden of others 
being “free” to hurl racial and national and religious 
insults and to practice racist acts. Such “freedom” al
ways was unjust but in this day and age, with its knowl
edge, its capacities, its experiences, to permit such con
ditions to exist is not to be an adherent of freedom but 
rather to be a sustainer of inhumanity and atrocious 
cruelty.

Our Constitution includes the right of revolution, 
our Constitution is itself a capstone of revolution. The 
amending process of our Constitution endured through 
the Second American Revolution, highlighted by the 
XIII and XIV Amendments which in the first place 
abolished without compensation almost four billion dol
lars worth of previously recognized private property and 
September/October 1987

which secondly sustained such confiscation — without 
due process, by the way — in that provision of the XIV 
Amendment which refused to hear suits by former 
slaveowners — including those who had been loyal to 
the Union — seeking compensation for property in 
slaves taken from them.

If our Constitution made possible through amend
ment the abolition of property in slaves because it was 
found to be anachronistic, socially harmful and econom
ically regressive, might it not be possible for later gener
ations to come to similar conclusions about other prop
erty held in private ownership for reasons of individual 
enrichment? If such generations do come to such conclu
sions, they might act with regard to such property as our 
ancestors did with regard to property in slaves. Let us 
hope that if that comes to pass it may reach implementa
tion with less bloodshed than was required to put the 
XHIth Amendment into our Constitution!

Permit an additional word on this matter of the 
Constitution and slavery. The relationship here was a 
momentous matter of debate among the Abolitionists. 
To put the question quite simply, Garrison held that the 
Constitution was basically and fatally pro-slavery and 
that therefore it was a "covenant with the devil" and fit 
only for burning — and he proceeded to bum it in public. 
Frederick Douglass, on the other hand — who, having 
felt the slaveowners lash on his own back and who when 
he spoke knew that his own relatives were in slavery — 
this Black genius thought differently. Yes, he agreed 
that slaveowners now dominated the government and 
used the Constitution as a legal shield for their damned 
institution. But, Douglass insisted, the Constitution’s 
preamble was not pro-slavery but anti-slavery; and the 
Declaration of Independence which birthed the nation 
served by that Constitution certainly was no apologist 
for slavery and it was a fact, Douglass added, that the 
word slavery nowhere is in the document.

What was Frederick Douglass’ conclusion? It was, 
as he said, that the point was not to burn the Constitution 
but to cleanse it. Douglass knew that the power of the 
slaveholding class could be overcome only by superior 
power and where lay that superior power if not in the 
strength of an aroused populace? Could that populace be 
aroused by burning its Constitution? No, said Douglass, 
join us while we fight to purify our nation, to stop it from 
being a pariah in the world of civilized peoples, come 
with us as we together create such a political and 
ideological force as to overcome the domination of the 
slaveholding class and then amend the Constitution, 
cleanse it — and forever abolish the cursed institution of
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slavery.
Douglass and Garrison were both immortals and 

both basically respected each other but in this debate 
Douglass was right and Garrison was wrong. Devel
opments resulted in Garrison comprehending this and in 
joining the vast people’s coalition which whipped the 
slaveocracy at the voting booths and then — when the 
slaveowners chose counter-revolutionary force and vio
lence — whipped that class in the field of battle.

The New York Times in a recent editorial expresses 
horror and surprise that the U.S. government seriously 
considered asking South Africa to join the Sultan of 
Brunei and the royal family of Saudi Arabia and other 
assorted gangsters in helping finance the Nicaraguan 
counter-revolutionaries.

The horror is appreciated, but the surprise is as
tonishing.

The contras are mercenary torturers akin to their 
Somoza forebears. They were originally trained by the 
Argentine police — under its former fascist dictatorship. 
Every contra officer and soldier receives monthly pay 
from Washington.

Yet the contras have never held a foot of Nicara
guan territory; they flee whenever in contact with armed 
opponents; and their only “successes” have been 
against civilians, especially women and children.

So why should such choice characters flinch from 
dealing with the Simon Legrees of the land of apartheid?

When the president of the United States chose to 
stand in mourning, in forgiveness, even in honor of the 
Wehrmacht and SS troops at Bitburg cemetery, in the 
Federal Republic of Germany — not far from the blood- 
drenched soil of the Battle of the Bulge, where those 
monsters met their long-delayed deaths — when that 
happened, it was clear to those with vision that “pawn
ing a part of America’s soul” (to quote the Times) 
precisely describes Reaganism.

The present period differs significantly from that 
when Hitlerism crucified humanity. Thanks to a global 
coalition of anti-fascist forces, Hitlerism was defeated.

In our era, the forces of peace and democracy are 
much stronger than forty-five years ago; hence Reagan’s 
activities must be, as compared with Hitler’s, less hor
rendous. But they have been awful enough and speaking 
ideologically, Reagan is as subservient to the 
monopolies as was Hitler. Reagan’s anti-Communist 
paranoia is as intense as Hitler’s.

Reagan is as subservient to the monopolies as was 
Hitler; Reagan’s anti- Communist paranoia is as intense 
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as Hitler’s; Reagan's anti-Communist paranoia is as 
intense as Hitler’s; Reagan’s anti-Sovietism is as wild as 
Hitler’s. Reagan’s anti-Marxism is as filled with fury 
and as marked by ignorance as was true of Hitler, and 
Reagan is as racist, as aggressive, as militarist, as enam
ored of war, as was Hitler.

Of course, Reagan spits on international law, as did 
Hitler, and of course Reagan is as compulsive a liar as 
was Hitler. Hitler began his political career as an in
former for the Ultra-right components of the German 
army; Reagan began his public career as an FBI informer 
— while serving as an officer in a trade union under FBI 
surveillance!

Reagan is perfectly capable of a Reichstag fire; the 
bombing of Libya and the lynching of Grenada, morally, 
were as depraved. Perhaps Reagan’s Reichstag fire is his 
effort to perpetuate his policies by elevating his fellow 
ideologue and Meese’s lap-dog, Robert Bork to the 
Supreme Court.

Reagan is now staggering against the ropes. He is 
hiding from Congress and hiding from the press — even 
the bourgeois press. His advisors try to provide him with 
hand-picked audiences — Birch Society members and 
Christian Fronters, and they laugh at his disgusting 
jokes.

This is the time for increased pressure: letters to 
Congress, to newspapers, activity among trade unions, 
peace organizations, and all groupings of Americans 
who are becoming increasingly conscious of the 
monstrosity in the Oval Office.

Reaganism can be utterly defeated. Now is the time 
for a knock-out campaign. First of all — DEFEAT 
BORK!

Permit an added word on yesterday’s momentous 
news: 1 mean, of course, the preliminary agreements 
announced by the foreign secretaries of the USSR and 
the United States on both powers eliminating short- 
range and intermediate range nuclear missiles. This, if 
agreed to by both heads of state, in a later meeting, and 
then if ratified by the U.S. Senate, would represent an 
initial, and significant step in realizing the goal projected 
by Gorbachev — a world without nuclear weaponry by 
the year 2000!

But, such an accomplishment will only come if the 
world-wide pressures which brought about this step are 
maintained and intensified.

I call to your attention that when a reporter asked 
Reagan if the agreement suggested he reconsider his 
characterization of the USSR as an “evil empire,” the 

(Continued on page 16)
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Changing Thought Patterns 
Among Jewish Americans
by Lewis M. Moroze

Address delivered at Jewish Affairs 
15th Annual Dinner, September 20, 1987

The preparations for the coming historic Summit 
Meeting between Mikhail S. Gorbachev and Ronald 
Reagan were made possible by the firm peace policy of 
the Soviet Union and by the determined will of the peace 
constituencies throughout our land and across the face of 
the globe. The agreement to hold a Summit Meeting 
flows from the determination of the peoples worldwide 
to assert themselves as the movers of history and not 
merely to submit themselves as objects to be manipu
lated at will. It is the will of the peoples that there be 
detente between the USA and the USSR growing into 
permanent world peace and that with the establishment 
of detente efforts be exerted to breathe life into the UN 
proposal for a new economic order to bring about a life 
of plenty for all peoples of the world. There is not a 
corner of the globe in which this struggle is not being 
waged.

In these historic efforts Jewish Americans have not 
been found wanting. We cannot ignore, of course, the 
fact that, traumatized by the Holocaust of World War II, 
great numbers of Jewish Americans were led, for a time, 
into the swamp of chauvinism and the acceptance of the 
war-provoking policies of the Israeli ruling circles.

During that period there was much talk about rigid, 
unmovable thought patterns. During that period, Breira, 
the organization of Jewish American young people seek
ing an alternative policy for the Middle East, was 
smashed by the terrorists of the Jewish Defense League 
with the fullest support of the Zionist oriented Jewish 
American leadership.

Soon after the founding of New Jewish Agenda in 
January 1987 they were attacked for calling for the 
recognition of the national rights of the Palestinian 
People and for their pursuit of a peace policy in the 
Middle East. There was, then, pessimistic thinking 
about unchangeable thought patterns.

However new thought patterns did evolve in the 
Jewish American community. Here we should note that 
the majority of the Jewish Americans are working 
people and members of their unions. Those in the unions 
are active members. Jewish Americans on or below the 
poverty level amount to some 15 to 20%. They consist of 
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the elderly and single parent families, a tragic phenome
non of current day life. The fact that Jewish Americans 
no longer dominate the needle trades and garment work
ers unions is not proof that they have become completely 
bourgeoisified.

The developing new thought patterns resulted in the 
publication of Tikkun magazine, Tikkun means "to re
pair” or "heal” in Hebrew. Its purpose is to counter the 
neoconservative position of Commentary magazine 
sponsored by the American Jewish Committee. Though 
eclectic Tikkun gives voice to writers championing 
world peace and detente with the USSR, for reordering 
our economic priorities and its editors have called for an 
International Conference on the Middle East.

The Israeli war of aggression against Lebanon, the 
Irangate-Contra Scandal, the Pollard Spy Case and the 
growing opposition to those policies by the people of 
Israel left a deep impression on Jewish American leader
ship as well as on the widest sectors of Jewish Americans 
resulting in more widespread and open, sharp criticism 
of the practices of the Israeli government circles.

The attempt to involve non-Zionist Jewish Ameri
cans in the elections for delegates to the World Zionist 
Congress to be held this December failed miserably. The 
last World Zionist Congress was described by the 
Jerusalem Post as a “fiasco.” More of the same is 
expected for the coming Congress. The leadership con
sists of bankrupt bureaucrats struggling for control of 
funds.

In an embittered response to the widening and 
deepening criticism of Israeli policies by Jewish Ameri
cans, Shlomo Avineri, a leading Israeli Zionist 
ideologue, attacked Jewish Americans for daring to 
criticize Israeli policies. In an "Open Letter to an Amer
ican friend” Avineri concluded that Jewish Americans 
do not “feel at home" in the USA.

Abraham Foxman, national director of the Anti
Defamation League of the B'Nai B’Rith, responded: 
"You accuse us of behaving like 'trembling Israelites in 
the Shtetl’ now when the going gets rough. How quickly 
you forget, Shlomo, how tough it was in the past defend
ing the Suez invasion, coping with the attack on the 
Liberty, defending settlement policy, . . . and getting 
caught by surprise over the annexation of the Golan 
heights and East Jerusalem.

"Do you think it was easy making the case for 
Israel while the IDF bombardment of Beirut was driven 
home on television?

"Don't call upon American Jews to make a 
‘Cheshbon Hanefesh' (An accounting to the Lord) over
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Pollard. If there is any soul searching to be done, it is in 
Israel.”

Among others to answer Avineri was Henry Sieg- 
man, director of the American Jewish Congress, who 
said: “In the circumstances, it comes with singular ill- 
grace for Israelis to seize on our anger as evidence of our 
own insecurities rather than Israel's outrageous behav
ior.

"If ever the day should come when the Americans 
experiment in religious pluralism fails and six million 
American Jews get to feel as some Israelis believe they 
already do, that should offer scant comfort to Zionist 
ideologists.

"For in that kind of world, there would be little 
hope for the viability of the State of Israel and the 
security of its three million Jews, ideological pieties 
about Zionist redemption notwithstanding.”

It is the insecurity of the 3 million Israeli Jews that 
is causing Jewish Americans, among other reasons, to 
differentiate themselves sharply from the practices of the 
Israeli government. Those practices and policies 
threaten a Holocaust for the Jewish people of Israel. In 
the war of aggression against Lebanon 650 Israeli sol
diers were killed and a thousand more wounded along 
with the scores of thousands of Palestinians and 
Lebanese who were killed or wounded with thousands 
more left homeless. The stark reality is the fact that 
proportionately speaking more Israelis were killed and 
wounded than US servicemen in the war against the 
Vietnamese People. How much longer can such blood
letting go on? If current policies continue Israel will 
become not a “light unto the nations,” not the hope of 
the Jews who would settle there but a graveyard for those 
Jews. In 1986 only 67 Jewish Americans went to Israel 
on Aliyah while 367 corpses of Jewish Americans were 
sent there for burial.

Today, therefore, more serious attention is being 
paid to the call for an International Conference on the 
Middle East under the aegis of the UN Security Council 
including the participation of the PLO. Currently the 
leadership of the American Jewish Congress is engaged 
in thorough-going discussions on the endorsement of the 
call for such a conference. (On Sept. 21, a day following 
the dinner, AJC announced its call for an international 
conference.)

How much longer can the patently hypocritical cry 
of Palestinian “terrorists” go on while Israel continues 
to bomb Palestinian refugee camps, while the Rea- 
ganites close a PLO office yet do nothing to bring to 
justice the assassin of Alex Odeh, a leader of the Ameri- 
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can Arab Anti- Discrimination Committee and threatens 
deportation of Arab Americans who do not cater to the 
line of the US-Israeli Strategic Military Alliance 
partners.

Yassir Arafat’s dramatic address to the Conference 
of Non-Aligned Governmental Organizations of the UN 
coupled with his message to the heads of the Israeli 
government, Peres and Shamir, informing them that the 
PLO supports UN Resolutions 242 and 338 represent a 
qualitative step forward by the PLO in propelling the 
peace process forward. To date PLO’s rejection of UN 
Resolutions 242 and 338 were cited by the Israeli rulers 
for refusal to deal with the PLO.

Arafat’s dramatic message includes the following: 
(1) mutual cessation of hostilities; (2) a freeze on settle
ment activities and (3) mutual recognition between Is
rael and the PLO.

Jewish Americans along with all peace forces 
should wholeheartedly welcome this historic develop
ment and urge the Reagan Administration and the Israeli 
government to accelerate the process of calling for an 
international conference.

Today Jewish Americans are participants in the 
many people’s coalitions calling for a People’s Agenda 
for world peace, the reordering of our economy and for 
combatting racism and anti-Semitism.

In a recently published brochure by the American 
Jewish Congress entitled: “Assessing the Eighties,” we 
read: “Unhappily, in the conduct of domestic policy, the 
Administration has earned poor grades, particularly in 
the areas of fiscal and economic responsibility, social 
reform, affirmative action — areas in which substantial 
progress continues to be a distant dream rather than a 
contemporary reality. ... An Administration that at
tempts to circumvent court decisions on such fundamen
tal issues as women’s rights, prayer in the public schools 
and affirmative action does not enhance our nation’s 
strength.”

Hadassah with a membership of some 385,000 
Jewish women and other leading Jewish American or
ganizations are campaigning for the defeat of Reagan’s 
proposal to place Bork on the US Supreme Court.

In light of the above we have more than ample 
reason to obligate ourselves, each and every one of us in 
this dining hall, at the 15th Annual Dinner of New 
Jewish Agenda, to pledge that we will not permit one 
day to pass without taking some step to involve, family, 
friends, fellow workers and organizations to call upon 
the Senate to reject Bork.

Representing both the big bourgeoisie and sections
Jewish Affairs



(Continued from page 15) 

withstanding all differences of opinion, on other ques
tions, putting an end to the regime of occupation is a task 
of paramount importance to save Israel. A growing 
number of joint symposia take place, where appeals are 
heard in favor of an international conference that will 
lead toward an Israeli-Arab peace, a future without 
wars, a future of development, building and peace.  
J. Lipski is Israeli correspondent of Jewish Affairs
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(Continued from page 5)
On the subject of disarmament, we have great cause 

for celebration today — the first nuclear disarmament 
agreement in our history has been reached — and a 
summit meeting between Gorbachev and Reagan will 
take place this fall. But, Reagan deserves no kudos for 
this development. Indeed, we should applaud the Soviet 
Union for their forbearance, their perseverance, and 
their determination that we enter the twenty-first century 
without nuclear weapons.

And we should applaud our own peace movement 
for the relentless pressure we have placed on the Reagan 
Administration and for the work we*have done toward 
the expansion of the peace sentiment among our people. 
There are now 137 nuclear free zones in the US. At lease 
150 cities have passed Nuclear Test Ban resolutions.

As we move toward the 1988 presidential elections, 
we are stronger than ever before: the majority of our 
people want peace. We are, in our vast majority, op
posed to the anti-working class assaults of the monopoly 
corporations. We are opposed to the police state man
euvers designed to overthrow the democratic revolution 
in Nicaragua. We are opposed to apartheid. We are 
opposed to sexism, to racism, and to anti-semitism. 
What remains for us to do is, to extend and consolidate 
our organizing efforts — as Communists, as trade 
unionists, as peace and solidarity activists — and to 
bring into ever stronger coalitions, our economic strug
gles, our quest for equality, our demand for political 
independence, and our unconditional demand for nu
clear disarmament.

This is a privileged moment in our history — we 
can, indeed, evict Reaganism and all it stands for from 
the White House. We can indeed push back the usurpa
tions of the monopolies. We can preserve democracy 
and we can rescue this planet from the nuclear danger 
and deliver it to coming generations as a place where 
peace and socialism will provide the human context for 
security and progress.

of the middle strata, the American Jewish Committee 
publishes both the neo-conservative Commentary 
magazine as well as Present Tense whose July/August 
1987 issue runs an editorial aimed at broader sectors of 
Jewish Americans characterizing the Reagan Adminis
tration stating: "In the name of defending freedom in 
Central America, they make a mockery of democracy at 
home by lying and making end runs around Congress 
and by redefining weapons and ammunition as 
‘humanitarian aid,’ the contras as ‘the moral equivalent 
of our Founding Fathers’ and the Boland Amendment 
and the office of the Special Prosecutor as ‘unconstitu
tional.’” Wouldn’t it be interesting to witness a discus
sion of this editorial among Norman Podhoretz, Midge 
Dector and her son Elliot Abrams?

The editorial continues: "Whoever succeeds Rea
gan . . . can undo the damage ... by rejecting the 
ideological fallacies that have driven this Administration 
over the brink into dishonor and disarray through obses
sive anti-Communism, militarization of America’s 
foreign policy and government by secrecy and duplic
ity.”

Throughout the period of its existence New Jewish 
Agenda’s position on all key questions are found, in the 
main, to be consistent with the various people’s move
ments now calling for and attempting to organize a 
People’s Agenda. At their last Convention held recently 
NJA delegates approved of resolutions whose content 
parallel the essential ingredients for a People’s Agenda. 
One of the convention workshops was on: “Combatting 
and Rebuffing Red-Baiting.” It is currently grappling 
with the fraud of “Soviet anti- Semitism.”

The Shalom Peace Center of the Reconstructionist 
Religious Movement, launched the Succoth Shalom 
peace promoting program which this year will be cele
brated in hundreds of temples throughout the US. ’

The most consistent voice in the Jewish American 
community for world peace, for reordering our eco
nomic priorities and to wipe out racism and anti- 
Semitism is that of Jewish Affairs. Our working class 
orientation accounts for the principled, firm position of 
Jewish Affairs. Through the pages of the magazine, 
pamphlets, special bulletins and lectures by our editors 
Jewish Affairs continues to bring to the attention of 
Jewish Americans and other sectors of our multi-racial, 
multi- national people those facts of particular impor
tance to Jewish Americans and all democratic forces 
seeking world peace and plenty, free of racism and 
anti-Semitism. You don’t have to be Jewish to read and 
appreciate Jewish Affairs.
September/October 1987



A visit with Argentina’s 
Progressive Jews 
by Jon Weisberger

Buenos Aires, Argentina, is about as far away from 
Columbus, Ohio as Moscow is. Still, arriving at the 
international airport on Monday morning in April was an 
oddly familiar experience, as I was surrounded by the 
artifacts of U.S. culture. Coca-Cola, Marlboro, Master
card and ITT signs were everywhere, even more promi
nent than in Columbus. It was a shock; while I had a 
political understanding of imperialism, I was not pre
pared for the almost physical effect of being surrounded 
by its visible signs.

I went to Argentina at the invitation of the ICUF — 
the Yiddish Cultural Federation — to join them in com
memorating the 44th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto 
Uprising. The ICUF was founded in 1941 in the after
math of the World Congress for Jewish Culture, held in 
1937 in Paris. It is a federation of local organizations, 
about half of them in Buenos Aires, where 40% of 
Argentina's population lives. As a progressive organiza
tion, ICUF has participated since its founding in the 
popular movements for national independence, against 
fascism and for peace.

Apart from its general anti-imperialist orientation, 
which has placed it in the middle of the broader progres
sive movement, the ICUF is particularly notable for its 
outlook on the Middle East. ICUF supports the existence 
of the State of Israel, but calls for recognition of the 
Palestinian right to self-determination and the estab
lishment of a Palestinian state in the territories occupied 
by Israel in 1967. In today’s circumstances, they espe
cially emphasize the necessity of convening an interna
tional peace conference on the Middle East as proposed 
by the United Nations.

These principles of the ICUF’s political work, and 
particularly its stand with regard to the Middle East, 
have earned it the enmity of Argentina’s mainstream 
Jewish organizations. The political leadership of the 
mainstream is embodied in the DAIA, which is formally 
as the sole representative of Jewish opinion in Argen
tina. According to the leadership of the ICUF, their 
stand on Israel, their opposition to Zionism, and espe
cially their insistence that Israel is not the center of 
Jewish life, led to their expulsion from the DAIA in the 
early 1950’s. While there have been some exchanges of 
opinion with several organizations belonging to the 
DAIA since then, and especially in the recent past, the 
division between the mainstream and progressive see
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tors of the Jewish community continues to be deep.
The highlight of my visit was the commemoration 

of the anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. This 
event, which the ICUF has held each year since 1946, 
has come to be a gathering point for a large part of 
Argentina’s progressive community, including many 
non-Jews. Jaime Kordon, Secretary-General of the 
ICUF, explained to me that during the period the Argen
tinians called “el proceso”, that is, the dictatorship of 
the generals in the 70’s and early 80’s, the Warsaw 
Ghetto Uprising event was one of the few progressive 
activities that the regime permitted in public. Its anti
fascist theme became a rallying point for Argentine 
democrats, who used its anti- Nazi commemoration to 
indirectly speak out against the military repression and 
disapperances.

This year, the commemoration was held in the 
city’s cultural center named after General San Martin, a 
hero of Argentine independence. Over a thousand 
people attended and heard speeches by ICUF leaders, 
the Polish Ambassador to Argentina (who put the lie to 
claims of Polish neglect of the Jewish Holocaust), and a 
pointed address by Dr. Ricardo Molinas, the govern
ment figure responsible for the development of evidence 
to be used in the prosecution of torturers and murderers 
of the military dictatorship. Dr. Molinas’ address focus
sed on the parallels between the crimes of the Nazi 
butchers of the Warsaw Ghetto and the modern-day 
Nazis who created and carried out ‘el proceso.’

As well as speaking at the commemoration, I was 
privileged to present signed kerchiefs from the speakers 
to representatives of the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, 
whose heroic demonstrations demanding that the gov
ernment account for their disappeared children won the 
hearts of millions in Argentina and throughout the 
world. These kerchiefs are patterned after those worn by 
the Mothers during their demonstrations, which were 
held during the height of the repression, and such pre
sentations have become a feature of a wide variety of 
progressive events in Argentina.

I spent the week preceding the commemoration in 
Buenos Aires, visiting the various institutions of the 
ICUF and meeting participants in the full range of ICUF 
activities. These included the Sports and Culture Center 
“Sholorn Aleichem”, the Cultural, Educational and 
Sports Center “Dr. Chaim Zhitlovsky’ ’, and two centers 
named for the renowned Yiddish writer I. L. Peretz. A 
fascinating stop was also made at the CER — a commu
nity center for culture, education and recreation that 
includes one of the finest day- care, pre-school and
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young people, active in their student organizations and 
political youth groups, the question was not an abstract 
one, but of primary significance. In a way, they are 
indicators of the ICUF’s success, because they reflect a 
degree of political involvement and the understanding of 
the importance of national unity that has been inculcated 
by the ICUF in its youth programs. Nevertheless, it 
poses a real problem for the future of the organization, 
since the danger exists that the young people will leave 
Jewish work behind. Obviously, there are no easy an
swers to these questions, but the ICUF is determined to 
find a solution that will both guarantee the existence of 
the organization and avoid an artificial separation of 
Jewish progressives from the broader left.

ICUF’s immersion in the issues of the day was 
apparent to me due to the particular circumstances in 
which my visit took place. I arrived in Argentina in the 
immediate aftermath of the “Easter events,” a series of 
military uprisings at various barracks around the coun
try, led by officers who demanded an end to the prosecu
tion of military personnel for crimes during “el pro- 
ceso.” The ICUF was one of dozens of organizations 
involved in mobilizing the masses of Argentinians to 
take to the streets in defense of democracy and against a 
coup. While these events were portrayed in the U.S. 
bourgeois media as a confrontation between President 
Alfonsin and the military, it was clear to me from my 
discussions with the ICUF that the situation was very 
different. Later events proved this accurate, for while 
Alfonsin denied that he had made any deals with the 
military at the time, he subsequently introduced legisla
tion into the Parliament which would absolve all military 
personnel except those of the very highest ranks from 
prosecution, on the grounds that they had been obeying 
orders. The ICUF, an organization with particularly 
strong concern for the Nuremberg principles, has 
worked tirelessly in opposition to such legislation.

ICUF leaders stressed to me the complex political 
situation that has developed in Argentina, laying out 
both the weaknesses and the strengths of the progressive 
movement. Without going into great detail, these can be 
summarized with regard to both the internal political 
situation and Argentina’s role in the community of na
tions.

There are a number of political parties and forma
tions in Argentina today, but the political situation is in 
some ways very static. The two largest formations are 
the Radicals, the party of President Alfonsin, and the 
‘Renewal’ bloc of the Peronist party. These two forces 
are engaged in a campaign to marginalize all other polit-
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after-school programs in all of Buenos Aires.
At the CER, I met Jorge David, the director of 

youth activities. David is a young architect, a soft- 
spoken, thoughtful activist who takes his responsibilities 
very seriously. As he described the activities at CER, 
which included arts and crafts as well as a summer 
program for young people in the countryside, I found 
myself wishing that such institutions still existed in the 
U.S. It was clear to me that the CER sought to imbue its 
young charges not with a reactionary, chauvinist view of 
Jewishness, but with the best progressive, inter
nationalist traditions of the Jewish people.

It was at the CER that I first became aware of the 
carefully thought-out approach of the ICUF to questions 
of Jewish culture. In a country like Argentina, struggling 
against imperialism, I was told, the ICUF had decided 
that to lay its greatest emphasis upon Jewishness would 
be to isolate Jewish youth (and their parents) from the 
great struggle of the Argentine people as a whole against 
the forces of reaction. Thus, the CER is open to children 
of all backgrounds, though it continues to attract large 
numbers of Jewish children, especially those of mixed 
marriages whose Jewish ‘ ‘credentials” are denied by the 
mainstream institutions. The children are exposed to the 
contributions of Jews to Argentine progressive life, and 
the works of Yiddish writers in translation and adapta
tion, but this is offered to all children, not only those 
who are Jewish.

This struggle with issues of Jewish identity was 
something that became increasingly apparent to me as I 
visited the ICUF institutions, both in Buenos Aires and 
throughout the countryside. In Argentina, a country 
struggling to free itself from imperialist domination, 
questions of national identity take on an acuteness that is 
different than in the U.S. This is because the struggle in 
Argentina is for the creation of a national, Argentine 
culture, to assert Argentine identity against the domi
nance of imperialism, in opposition to a narrow, divisive 
focus on ethnic background. In the U.S., on the other 
hand, our struggle is a fight for the inclusion of different 
national and ethnic backgrounds and identities in the 
face of a mass, bourgeois culture that is oriented towards 
the eradication of national differences in favor of a 
bland, “classless” identity.

In Rosario, Cordoba and Mendoza particularly, 
three cities outside of the Capital Province, I spent much 
time discussing these questions with young Jews, many 
of whom were active in the Young Communist League 
and other left organizations. Repeatedly, the question 
that was asked was “why do Jewish work?” For these 
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ical forces and create an essentially two-party system in 
which they would contend for power in a way similar to 
the Democratic and Republican parties in the U.S. The 
main opposition to this maneuver is led by the FREPU 
— the People’s Front, which includes the Communist 
Party, sections of the Peronist and Radical movements, 
as well as a number of other Left organizations. The 
FREPU is based in the working class and the left unions, 
and has been growing in strength and consolidating its 
local organizations throughout the country. Its prospects 
for further development are good, but several FREPU 
leaders whom I met discussed the current state of affairs 
in terms of 'political stasis,’ emphasizing that there are 
unlikely to be any sudden shifts in the near future.

With regard to external affairs, I was greatly in
terested to leant of the high level of anti-imperialist 
sentiment throughout the country. This is true even 
among sections of the bourgeois parties, because of the 
strong impact of U.S. (and to some extent British) im
perialism on Argentina’s economy and society. In Men
doza, I shared the speaker’s platform with the head of the 
Radical Party’s provincial legislative delegation; he 
spoke as strongly against U.S. domination of Argenti
na’s economy as anyone there. The foreign debt situa
tion is widely discussed, and there is agreement within 
very broad circles that the question of the debt must take 
high priority, and be solved in a way that does not place 
the burden upon the Argentinian working people. While 
this may change under pressure from the U.S. and the 
International Monetary Fund, it is clear that the battle for 
Argentine economic independence will be intensely 
fought.

In the midst of this situation, the work of the ICUF 
perseveres. As an activist from the progressive Jewish 
movement in the U.S., it was deeply encouraging to see 
the work of a friendly organization in such a faraway 
place. The Argentine situation, and the experience of 
Argentina’s Jewish community are very different from 
ours. Yet with the same guiding principles, the same 
orientation toward peace, justice, anti-fascism and na
tional liberation, the outlooks of Jewish progressives in 
these two different places turn out to be not so different 
after all. 
Jon Weisberger is a member of the national council of 
New Jewish Agenda.

Israelis Seek End of Occupation 
By J. Lipski

The architect of the Lebanon war, Arik Sharon, has 
found it necessary to hold a public speech at the Tel Aviv 
University. He tried not only to refute the heavy accusa
tions against him, but staged a sharp attack on the critics 
of his own party and against the criticism voiced among 
the Labor Party opposition. In his four hour speech he 
made an attempt to prove, that not only his own col
leagues in the Begin government, confirmed all his steps 
during the war, but also the official Labor Party leaders 
have supported that war. It is known, that M. Begin was 
embittered when he left the government and the political 
arena and retreated into his lonely home. It is believe that 
he did so, because he felt that he was misled by A. 
Sharon.

M. Begin has so far not explained the real reasons 
for his withdrawal from political life. Sharon spoke at 
the “Center of Strategical Studies” of the Tel Aviv 
University, where a symposium took place some time 
ago on the Lebanon war, raising heavy complaints 
against the planners of that war and against Sharon in the 
first place.

At this opportunity, however, some interesting 
facts were revealed on the position of many personalities 
who today criticize the war in Lebanon. It will be re
membered at the same time, that the Communist Party of 
Israel had warned against the war before the war broke 
out, The Party appealed to the Left Zionist parties to 
raise their voices against the war. The Communist fac
tion in the Knesset, on the day the war started, proposed 
a vote of non-confidence in the government, calling for a 
withdrawal of the military forces from Lebanon. The 
publicist Teddy Preus calls in “Davar” (8.8.87) to 
“remember the voting of 8./6/82”, pointing to the fact, 
that “the Knesset plenum discussed the non-confidence 
motion tabled by the Communist faction on the attack in 
Lebanon. The motion was rejected with a decisive 
majority, while the leaders from the Left and the Right 
competed with each other in patriotic speeches. Only 11 
Knesset deputies dared to abstain. Only one Knesset 
faction had the courage and sense to vote against the 
government. This was the Communist Knesset faction 
of the Democratic Front for Peace and Equality. What 
would the leaders and the others who abstained from 
voting and many of those supported the war, do now, if 
they change their voting?” There were even some, in
cluding the Labor Party Knesset member Prof. Shevah 
Weiss, who declared openly, that he committed a mis-
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Warsaw’s “Wolnosc”
By Sol Flapan

WARSAW — It’s a small street off midtown here but 
with a significant name. It’s called ■‘Wolnosc." That’s 
“Liberty" or “Freedom” street in English.

For some reason historians and diletantes of War
saw’s past are arguing and splitting hairs over something 
or other about it. But that’s neither here nor there.

One thing is certain. During the nazi German occu
pation this street actually lived up to its natpe though the 
nazis had changed it to something in German. The story 
about “Wolnosc” follows:

When in 1940 the nazis setup their infamous War
saw Ghetto it was clear from the start that this prisonlike 
area would be systematically squeezed down in size. 
And indeed, in time, the Ghetto area was capsuled into 
an ever smaller area until, among other things, the back 
wall of a small workshop on this particular street became 
part of the overall Ghetto wall.

The point is that every Polish worker employed in 
this shop could, and did, reach out to hapless Ghetto 
victims. Something — food, medicine, in time, small 
arms — were smuggled in. Something or someone was 
smuggled out. For the isolated Jews in the Ghetto, it was 
a point of contact with the outside world.

Hence, the nazis ordered a shortening of the wall. 
As a result, this workshop at 8 Wolnosc Street found 
itself on the “other side" of the Ghetto proper but its rear 
wall becoming part of The Wall.

During the historic Warsaw Ghetto Uprising in 
April 1943 the roofs of stables adjoining The Wall there 
became a passageway whereby an unidentified unit of 
the AK (Home Army, the military wing of the wartime 
Polish govemment-in-exile in London) secretly entered 
the Ghetto to join the Jewish freedom fighters.

Workers of the shop and nearby residents surreptit- 
ously reinforced with cement the AK’s tenuous ladder
catwalk which also served as an emergency exit for the 
wounded and for Jews escaping to Wolnosc-Liberty.

Of course that “liberty” was something relative. It 
was escape from the Ghetto holocaust into the cauldron 
of “regular” nazi occupation here with its mass round
ups, torture in cellar dungeons like the notorious ones at 
Szucha Avenue, street executions, and anti-Polish racist 
genocide generally.

But on "this" side of the Ghetto wall there was a 
better chance of fighting back either in the ranks of the 
AK or in some contingent of the People’s Army — 
armed detachment of the underground Polish Workers
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take when he did not vote for the non-confidence motion 
of the Communist Party of Israel against the unhappy 
Lebanon war.

It is pointed out, however, that reasonable circles 
began recently to understand, that also the Sinai-Suez 
campaign of 1956 was also motivated by the necessity to 
react, to defend the country against the attacks by the 
Fedayeen, and that the Six Days War was motivated by 
the necessity to forestal the danger of the annihilation of 
Israel's existence, but in fact all wars have broken out as 
a result of the military option that dominates until today 
the Israeli government policy. Today it is remembered, 
that on the eve of the Six Days War, the Communist 
Party warned against the war and called for a withdrawal 
from the occupied territories and for taking political 
steps to abandon the military option that caused Israel so 
much trouble.

Many documents have recently appeared, that 
prove, that it was possible to avoid the Six Days War. 
One of the most respected experts on Arab affairs, Prof. 
Yehoshafat Harkavi, who was for many years govern
mental advisor on Arab questions and who wrote a series 
of books that justified the military approach of the gov
ernment's policy, has changed after the Six Days War 
his position radically and in his last book “Fateful Deci
sions” he advocates negotiations with the P.L.O. on 
territories in return for peace. He holds, that if no Pales
tinian state is established within the framework of a 
peace settlement, the demographical developments in 
Israel that rules the land down to the Jordan river, will 
turn Israel into a Palestinian state and it will not be a 
Jewish state” (“Yediot Aharonot,” 13.2.87). He as
serts “I am concerned about Israel’s future.”

After the Six Days War, attempts were made to 
create the impression, that the State will be more secure. 
After the Lebanon war, one has tried again attempts are 
made to create the impression, that the peace of Galilee 
was secured. But the reality was different.

One recalls now the appeals by the Communist 
Party, to withdraw from the occupied territories. One 
recalls the prophetical warnings of the religious Profes
sor Y. Leibovitz immediately after the Six Days War, 
that “a state that rules over a million and a half Palesti
nians will become a police state with everything in
volved in it, putting an end to the spirit of education, the 
freedom of expression, of thinking and to a democratic 
regime” (“Davar,” 8.8.87)

It is, therefore encouraging, that among broad Is
raeli circles the consciousness is growing, that not- 

(Continued on page 11)
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Edith Beck

(Communist) Party. There are also cases of such rescued 
Jews w'ending their way through something of an under
ground railroad to join up with Polish and/or Soviet 
partisans (guerrillas).

As the heroic Warsaw Ghetto fought its last, 8 
Wolnosc Street, its neighboring stables and backyard, 
became a narrow funnel of retreat for AK and Ghetto 
fighters. After the defeat of the Ghetto Uprising, the 
nazis gutted the area with dynamite and flame-throwers 
— a fate which awaited all Warsaw following the crush
ing of the general Warsaw Uprising of August 1944, a 
tragic but gallant 60-odd day pitched battle against an 
overwhelming enemy, armed to the teeth.

But 8 Wolnosc Street, being outside the Ghetto 
proper, remained miraculously in tact. Today, the build
ing's east wall is something historically unique being an 
original fragment of what once was the Ghetto wall. It 
survived — as it bravely contributed to the survival of 
others .... 
Sol Flapan is Polish correspondent of Jewish Affairs

Ben Linder, A Dreamer 
Who Dared

27 year old electrical engineer of Portland, 
Oregon, graduate of the University of Wash
ington, was killed on April 28, 1987 along 
with two of his helpers by the U.S.-backed 
Contras while preparing a hydro- electric 
project in a remote rural area of Nicaragua. 
Ben Linder grew to manhood

beloved and loving, 
a patriot, a Jew 
who knew about fascism and death, 
A dreamer who dared, 
who cared about people, 
who sought out the needy 
to share his gifts with them, 
To bring light 
to Nicaragua’s hamlets, 
to open new paths 
between people and people, 
A dreamer who dared, 
who cared about children, 
who made them laugh 
with his talent for clowning, 
His dreams became deeds, 
his life style, an art. 
Ben Linder lives on 
in humanity’s heart.

(Continued from page 8)
President replied — “Well, it's not yet lily-white.” 
Clearly, chauvinism is a basic part of Reagan’s make
up.

And simultaneous with the announcement of this 
preliminary arms agreement, Mr. Reagan bestowed this 
nation’s highest civilian honor — the Medal of Freedom 
upon Judge Kaufman — the executioner of our immortal 
martyrs, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg!

So — Reagan is Reagan, and our work is cut out for 
us. Popular mobilization and action — the broader and 
bolder the better — alone will assure continuation of the 
process of disarmament and the realization in life of the 
theory of peaceful co-existence.



Na Ukrainyi (Berlin, 1922). The film was challenged by 
this writer on Nov. 17, 1986 at a Toronto Board of 
Education film showing. The Toronto Star of Nov. 20, 
1986 carried the following admission by a researcher 
from the film:

. . . Marco Carrynnk, who says he originated the idea 
of the film, says his concerns about questionable 
photographs were ignored. Carrynnk said that none 
of the archival footage used in the movie is of the 
Ukrainian famine and that "very few photos from 
’32-’33” appear that can be traced as authentic. 

Thus the magnitude of the fraud was admitted under 
the pressure of factual exposure by one the film’s own 
research staff. While the bulk of the stills are fraudu
lently used, the "1933” famine footage itself has been 
filched from various Soviet documentaries and films like 
Czar Hunger, 1921-22; Arsenal, 1929; and even World 
War II footage from the siege of Leningard. Doubtless 
the Ukrainian Nationalists are claiming their 
“genocide” interpretations of the Soviet 1932-33 dif
ficulties are true, even if their visual evidence is bas
ically fraudulent. The film also shows evidence of 
tampered-with testimonies and contains prominent use 
of former German Nazi and Ukrainian fascist "wit
nesses.”

ANTI-SEMITISM 
AND THE UKRAINIAN 

1933 FAMINE-GENOCIDE HOAX
By Douglas Tottle

This article originally appeared in the Canadian Out
look

Are current right-wing allegations of a 1932-1933 
deliberate “famine-genocide” in the Ukraine attempts 
at covering up the wartime record of a national fascist 
movement which collaborated with Hitler? A host of 
books, and a filmHarvest of Despair have recently been 
unloaded on Canadian school boards by Ukrainian 
Nationalists. Many of these books have been exposed as 
using fraudulent starvation photos taken from the earlier 
1921-22 Russian famine. In fact, the largest single col
lection of “evidence” photos, some of which I have 
encountered in 1922 famine materials, were issued al
most simultaneously in 1935 by the Hearst press in the 
U.S.' and an anti-semitic Nazi propaganda book pub
lished in Hitler’s Germany.

However, the Hearst press series attributed its photos 
to a convicted swindler and jail escapee aliased 
“Thomas Walker” who claimed the photos were taken 
in “Spring of 1934,” while the Nazi propaganda book 
Und du Siehst die Sowjets Richtig (1935, 1937)- claims 
the same pictures were taken by a Dr. Ditloff in the 
summer of “1933”! Technical details suggest that the 
photos were passed to Thomas Walker, probably early in
1934. Interestingly, “Walkers” material was exposed 
as fraudulent by Louis Fischer of The Nation on March 
13, 1935 in “Hearst’s Russian Famine.” Walker was 
arrested upon his return to the U.S. in the summer of
1935. The New York Times [July 13, 16] reported 
Walker’s real identity as Robert Green, an escaped 
Leavenworth convict, noting he was returned there to 
finish his sentence. This writer has seen number of the 
key Walker/Ditloff fakes in earlier 1920s publications 
bearing no relation to an alleged planned famine in the 
Ukraine in 1932-33. Interestingly, the Nazi book Und du 
Siehst, containing 16 Walker/Ditloff fakes, begins its 
Ukrainian famine section with a quote from Hitler’s 
Mein Kampf warning of the Jewish threat to humanity.

The Ukrainian Nationalist-produced Harvest of De
spair not only uses many of the above Hearst/Nazi 
fakes, but also photos stolen from Dr. F. Nansen’s 
“International Committee for Russian Relief’ bulletin 
No. 22 (Geneva, 1922); La Famine En Russie (Geneva, 
1922); and even the Ukrainian Nationalist booklet Holod
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Anti-Semitism, War Criminals and 
the Famine Campaign

Ukrainian Nationalists appear to be resorting more 
and more frequently to anti-Semitism around the issues 
of “the famine’ ’ and “ war criminals in Canada. "This is 
not a new characteristic. Many older Jewish Canadians 
will recall the vile Jew-baiting of the Nationalists openly 
pro- fascist press of the 1930s. In February 1985, a 
Father Myron Stasiw — self- confessed former SS man 
and priest — used Radio CHIN’s “Ukrainian of Hour" 
to slander Jews.5 Stasiw not only claimed Jews held the 
keys to Christian churches, but had gotten peasants 
drunk to steal their land, turning them into serfs. In what 
amounted to a "radio program,” he also blamed the Jew 
“Kaganovitch" for the “famine.” No segment of the 
Ukrainian Nationalists community denounced Stasiw's 
program or apologized to Toronto’s Jewish community. 
Nationalist publications often complain of “Jewish/ 
Zionist political clout" or “Jewish influence peddl
ing” as in the Student, which was condemned by stu
dents in the University of Winnipeg’s Uniter in 1986. 
Other Nationalist published materials are even more 
vicious and Nazi-like.

During April 1987, a particularly vicious book, IWiy
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Is One holocaust More Important Than Others,* had 
been imported into Canada. It was published by the 
“Veterans of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army” (Band
era’s OUN anti-partisan terrorists) and sold openly by 
Arka Books in Toronto. Arka’s mentors are the OUN- 
Bandera group Canadian League for the Liberation of 
the Ukraine, a major affiliate of the Ukrainian Canadian 
Committee. Copies turned up among students in a 
number of schools. A word on the background on this 
book’s publishers. The Jewish historian Reuben Ainsz- 
tein states in his authoritative study Jewish Resistance in 
Nazi Occupied Eastern Europe (London, 1974) that the 
Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) was the deadly enemy 
of "surviving Jews,” partisans; receiving when neces
sary open military support from the Nazis.

Written by a former “Insurgent Army” member who 
prefers to use the alias Yurij Chumatskyj, this book 
follows a classic fascist outline of “history as a Jewish 
plot." His hatred of Jews is immediately apparent:

An unfortunate by-product of their wanderings was 
the anticJewish feeling that developed in each coun
try in reaction to Jewish obstinacy and arrogance. 
(P- 2)

The book alleges that Jewish financers backed the 
Russian revolution, Jews made up the leadership, and 
that they were responsible for 60-65 million gentile 
deaths. Hoping to blunt the edge of the search for Nazi 
war criminals, the book uses the formula of Jews + 
Communists = Nazism plus. Since Communists are 
worse than Nazis, why even look for Nazi war criminals 
when the real ones are Jew/Bolsheviks. It states:

. . . according to Zionist’s statements Hitler killed six 
million Jews but Stalin, supported by the Jewish 
State apparatus, was able to kill ten times more 
Christians. . . (p. 104)

Taking his line of thought, it was necessary for the 
book’s neo-fascist publishers to latch onto an event 
which could be magnified into the equivalent of the 
Jewish Holocaust. Hence the so-called “famine 
genocide” of 1932-33, based on incidents of breakdown 
and famine during the early 193O's in the USSR. Fascist 
and cold-war literature and “research” — with the help 
of faked evidence and unbalanced interpretations — 
have inflated such into a Hitler-plus example of 
Genocide. It only remains to blame the Jews for this 
mythical interpretation. The book relies on Kalenyk 
Lucyk’s Nov. 25, 1963 article in the now-defunct Uk
rainian Nationalist paper Canadian Fanner to answer its 
own question “Why was this terrible famine created?” 
It answers:
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. . . having the majority in the USSR administration, 
the Jews were involved in all decision-making includ
ing the settlement of Jews in Ukraine and Crimea, 
plus the plan to build "Zion” in Ukraine. Planning of 
the Ukrainian famine was still a few years into the 
future. Disarming Ukraine with false promises of 
amnesty and further intimidating the populace by 
judicial process. Russia then took steps to implement 
the “famine plan.” The Jewish Jarmers were 
warned in advance and they left their homesteads 
moving to nearby cities and villages. The Jewish 
population did not starve as the warning enabled 
them to store food in anticipation, (pp. 33-34).
There we have it: a “planned famine” deliberately 

made by Jewish-Bolsheviks to thin out the Ukraine for 
“Jewish colonization.” The book states further that a 
Jewish conspiracy also suppressed news of this 
“famine-genocide”:

In 1933 the majority of European and American 
press, controlled by Jews, were silent about the 
famine. If some newspapers reported on the famine it 
was immediately contradicted. . . (p. 34)

And further that:
The conspiracy of silence practiced by Russia and her 
Jewish sympathizers hides much more. In 1932 the 
Jewish journalist Duranty was sent form the U.S. to 
check up on the rumour that there was a colossal 
famine in the Urkraine. Duranty, later given one of 
the highest awards in journalism, falsely and deliber

ately denied the “rumour”. . . (p. 4I)vL The logic 
is immediately apparent to the reader. The Jews are 
deemed responsible for a mythical “deliberate” famine 
in 1932-33 which they claim killed more Ukrainians 
than Hitler, including his Ukrainian Nationalist auxilia
ries killed Jews in the real Holocaust. Furthermore, the 
Jewish-run Bolshevik state has killed ten times as many 
people as Hitler. Who then dares to accuse post-war 
Ukrainian Nationalist exiles, via faked Moscow- Zionist 
evidence, of harbouring collaborators and war crimi
nals ! To play up their fabrication of a “deliberate” 1933 
“famine-genocide,” the real holocaust against the Jews 
must be played down. A racist "revisionist” is cited to 
this effect:

The reason that there is so much control over the 
official version of the holocaust is because the 
holocaust, as Zionist Jews assert, is Israel’s number 
one propaganda weapon, (p. 92)

The figure of six million Jews is also dismissed as an 
“allegation.” The “revisionist” cited declares further, 
in sympathy with Keegstra and Zundel, that:
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Congratulate Sarah and Harry Tobman 
on the marriage of their granddaughter 

Elena to Nick Latourette

Includes writings by Lenin, Henry Winston, Gus 
Hall, Herbert Aptheker and Lewis M. Moroze. Pub
lished by International Publishers, $5.95. For J.A. 
readers $5.00 including postage.

‘) For example, the New York Evening Journal, Feb. 
18, 19, 21 and 27, 1935.
■■) Dr. Alfred Laubenheimer, Und du Siehst die Sowjets 
Richtig . . . Berlin, Leipzig.
’j Text of Father Stasiw’s CHIN ‘Ukrainian Hour’ 
speech in author’s file.
*) Yurij Chumatskyj (an alias), Why Is One Holocaust 
Worth More Than Others?, Lidcombe, Australia, Vete
rans of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, 1986.

... revisionist historians who claim there was no plan 
to exterminate Jews, there were no mass gassings and 
that fewer than one million Jews died of all causes 
during WW II, are persecuted, and their books ban
ned by trade boycott. They have been persecuted in 
the courts for their views in the USA, West Germany 
and Canada, they are subject to character assassina
tions in the media . . . (p. 93)
What is one to make of this book, not only published, 

but distributed by mainstream Ukrainian Nationalists, 
during the period of tension between justice-seeking 
Jewish and Gentile Canadians and an ultra- rightist 
minority hiding behind the proud name of Ukrainian 
Canadians. Nor are the book’s racist-like char
acterizations limited to Jews; it is extended in similar 
fascist manner to Russians:

Today power is exercised by the Muscovite “sub
human.” The flaccid West acts as if no one saw that 
the real “sub-human” is not the wrong [Ivan] De- 
mjanniuk, but the creatures that occupy the Kremlin, 
(p. 84)
One concludes that this book, its publication and sale 

by certain so-called Nationalist notwithstanding, is in 
effect a provocation aimed at all decent people 
everywhere who can detect the stench and degeneracy of 
not so-“neo” fascism and hatred. As to certain ethic 
right-wingers who incessantly protest the existence of 
war criminals in their midst, the continued dissemina
tion of such materials from their movements 42 years 
after Hitler’s defeat and the liberation of Nazis death
camp victims suggests something entirely different. 
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Leonard Hirshman 
Maurice Horowitz
(Jewish Comm, of Chicago) 
Sonia Itzkowitz
Karl Jones 
Charles Kalnitzky 
Sam Kamineski 
Louis Kanter 
Dr. A. A. Katz 
Dr. Kimmelman
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v’triKD -iiw’UD^iaxp ‘rxnw’ pa

pD DIJV^D pD S’DUD VU‘11 ’1 p»1pl?S1XD T’N DDinx ]U’l pX ’^T> pJD-31 ]U5 ’*» PK
?’M1XD 'IWOD’JIBXp nvp’l'lN-lUl’ UH ]1D p"X

p»j? QIS DDT1 ONll JUS’lKa H pB P’X NT V»
.pb’RD TJZrOO^RB BJTT pv,7 TVJ^B i?^’’UO,»iyRD-U27UD,’DNT

is unyb’D »unuo’WRD-unuo,’ON*i n pizp mms iz^r tr» p»vp t»br^
.T3N'7»”H P’T ps i?b»RB TJZ3’tJ0^RB CRT p^TUTRS

sw’UD’ivxB^’UD’Dxn n ubnxu p"s isn 
Btil’BXnX 0X7 P”7U7XB IS pil17S1W7XB 
Ix'lUHXB 7S7 .7JX'n»UXB P’T po pVxB 7S1’DDS'7XB 
psn 'oipin 'ixo’o ,7»D0’ra-DU”msD’rss’n po 
7S7 ps p'lXB 7»rDDB'7XB pB "7SB01X7D" X J7’B3717 
ps qn 797 ,J77’ P’P DXB'niy px 771 7Sp’7379a 
X P’BB717 J1911 317’OX JHB .FIDIO pB 79S’HXB'9S’n 
7JW’3X7X 79p’7,7X7B7’ 797 pB q’lX "7930X70" 
X7XB oxn jr’nxB — bx7un nma po imsp'iBBXB 
90’1191 px DJ’BUl J9a 7919I7B-DD39BIP91 
797 po 9S’0U> ’7 .p”7p 9U1’UD’U1XB-®’UD’'?X1X’SX1 
7"33 pB px "T’nnn" po 797’S ’7 ps ,]ns ll'llXl 7"13 
9p’TX7 ’7 7XB ’I’HBD pB 797’B ’7 pB JXDpm D”n 
P’l’’ll 0’1 ]X7XB J91”T'D TX ,DT”11X3 7919I7B-'7’H1 
y7X flXl" pB JXVB 097 p’T’l7X97 ^’ll 0X11 ,p”7p 
"9’BX71XD97" ’7 1911 097 q’lX "]r’^" IS px "'1X70’’

•91X7B 
’7 ]S9»1’71 U’l p’71B17 .D7’D7X’I7X p"S 797 
J7911 0X11 .psmsnUHXB 919’UD’U>XB-U1’DO’DX7 
riba U’l JBX U3X7391D’17X US’X ]7911 0X11 ,U1’B1S91 
’’77 pB 797’B q717 "piX 7X1 ,971X3 ]”T px X17I3 -]7H 
797 px U7’U19T97B97 ]91”T 0X11 ,]9”U7XB SIP’U’b’XB 

,"U”p’l”X 79bxiX’SXl" pB 1117’197 
]919p791X U’l 0X7 ,9’SXBipX 797 pB qU7D7 797 
ps U397 S^XIX’SXI ’7 im’BlX"]79D 797 q717 
P’U’hXB ’7 p’BD’lX 0X7 ■p'lXB 791’UD911XB pS’3X7X 
9U7’BlpX ’7 q’lX lllp’7779UllX 79p’7ni’7T3X pB 
PB 797’B ’7 pB ,79UD’l’a-DU”m93’T J3717 ]U’391 
X T’X fhx 0X7 — pDX7 pns’ ”U7XS-U937X 797 
-UZ’UD’DXT po ITp’ia 797 7X0 pX3 7X3U317B 

p’^iaix px J911973 ]919p 0X11 ,mm3 StP’UD’ttlXB 
5x719’ qnx
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1st tx .jsjixbp po D”iotsixo urn .ispbso 
2’0" Ditto po JSlxbOXIS DISD’V TJX31X0pDSTIXD 
it Pit TtS’T Sp’TKT ’T IS D’J 0”TI 1'X .S’TO 1X0 "29 
pO DJXT .Sp’UO’l it ib’DX T’X ’T pit 1S3X .Sp’DD’l 
’1 IS pbiS pj”T JSJitbOXTS Sp’TXI ’1 TX ."|X1 
po pits pj”T dxti ,"0'15" pixboxis isixp'isox

.oxbo-ooib jp’iVxi®’ po djst ’i px »xb 
D’J DSTT bxiD’ TX .MTISbplST ’1 IST’TT ]1S71 1’0 
isttsj-dxdx pusi3J”ix dstt oxn ,sd®is ’i p’T 
T’X UTISbplST Sp’TXI ’1 : DOJIS p’T TOXb .JX’XT fX 
1ST 1’TX IXUpXD DTU? P’p 7’11 1StS’13itpXD X DS03 
1ST TS DOJIS D’J 1’T D’SX3 bxi®’ fX pX DbSTT 
1ST pits DX71 px’ 1S-50 ’1 px .JJTISbpiSI TSp’TXT 
DX1 bxllS’ TX DpSIDJX DXbl'DOlb ISJItp’ISDX 
fX "JJT0SJ1SUJ1X sbS’TDOTTJ’X" X DbSDIVSJO’TX 
’ttx jsj”t irrno — "b’DopsD" n px ojto’t 
f’P DIS’J DTXblST JJTTJS1 ’1 TX .p’lmiTD 
-dxdx po ’rxiDJXp s'jxjx’sxjisdj’x po D”posbiso 
p’p D’j T’X'o px ixbp rx'o .rtJTD’i px ixopxsi 
pxn nu’io sd’oxix ’i pn ,D”S isi px tx .bxois 
sbXJX’SXJISDJ’X ’1 p’lUZSJISDJTX JJitb po pits 
-DXDX po JJTD”10tS1X0 ’1 JDX31XD 1X0 fJSTTJXp 
IST’TT" Sp’SP’X ’1 p’T TS 1X0 bxltP’ DSST ]0XTI

.JX’XT px "Sp’JSOlS 
DDXtfbSTSJ ’1 px 0023 ’1 TX .pbjSO D’J T’X'O 
1ST psri D’J 1S3X ,DSbx pSTI pbTJXITKS ^XT 
,biu isTijTX pr’DDJX dstt oxn .sjxio iSDop’DS’Ti 
■px .DOJTpTS 1ST px psb ISTIJTX p”1SDJX DSTT OXTT 
isox .]D’O’bsj”x mix sdxost x psri d’j doxid 
: JO’btVXS px pbTJX71X3 po *11X1 D’SJ’ID DSS pSTT 
,p’TXT px p’JTSJ”1X DT’DSTSDJ’XTXO bXTIS’ T’X 'S 
.JJTDO’JIXD-JDitO po ]OXTT p’STIXIO pfl D’OSJ 

,”T Jp’tV TS 1’TX DSDSpXI p’TJDXtS 
Tit .DISbpiST DX1 010 .W TSDO’J’O-pSD’TX 1ST 
"PX .TJXDIXOpDSTTXD DTS -|S,7DJ’’D D’J T’X bxiis’ 
-|’T Dbxo ’TTX ’TT 1S3K .UTISbpiST Sp’TXI ’1 0’11X3 
DXTI ’jXItS’ OXTT PITS pV’JSDXIDD ]D’O 1’TJTS 0X1 
OXTT px 1STJS1 ISJXp’TSOX ’1 D’O p’ltSSJISDJTX 
]D’O ’ TJX3TXD-]DSTTXD psp DSDD’ISl bS’S’DX T’X 
"np’isoxbip" po S’SJXDD-S’O’OOJXTD X jbSDtSD’TX

psp S1JXJX0X1O 1ST 1X0 DO’DtPXD T’X OXTT ,3JJ pX 
1ST po Jitbo DTS 1’T JD’buiJX JD’O ? TJX3TX0-JDST1XD 

?]Si”i po nonVo-psDts 
otti’j po 1XD JDXTTDXDX po HOTpn 1ST pX 
]STTS2 JSJ”T OXTT ,]SJJTbSDtP ”3 JDbxn "|’T px ]ST1X0 
PITS! I’TX JSJ”T OXTT ,pX’ 1S’5O ’T pX JSOTJSJJX 
1X3”b ’T DDOSp TJX'JJJS px ib’OX .StS’DO’TTDJXTTX 

JDXTTDXDit ISJXp’TSOX ’T JSOSJD’TTX TXO ”DTX0 
'DXDX StP’VjJS ’T p’T’Tip’b 1X0 pX TJXbjJS pO 
px ni’inx isbxjx’sttj po tsdoto x rx oxt .jdxti 
1ST po ISJ1S1? Toxb .UTJSDSID’TX 1S”J X pO 
pxo px Exits’ 1X0 piXT TOX1? .5JT1X01ST TSp’TXT 
’TT .DlbtVTSJSmSTJXp’p ptIXD D’J ^XT T’X'O .DlblV 
PX SDtO’OIXO .D’TTS Sbit po DOST ’1 JSJSpiSJX OXT 
1X0 1S5X Dlitbts ISDD’J’O-psO’TX 1ST JST1 .11030 
D’O .TSDO’J’O-TS’OSTO DTS D’J 1’1 ’SX3 1’X px DlbtS 
JDSTOtO TS OXTT pSTT JXTXD D’J bVDD T’X'O pVSTI 
jx ts px monbo ixj is Dpsi’T do’tdis is ^’’tt 
DTSbpTST D”S ISDbST 1ST px pX bXTlP’ 1X0 p’blOTX 
po IJTO’DtOXS-DDDbST IS DOXtSISJlSp p’T pSTT IS 
T’X MT'jSDtS p’T .pbXO ISJ’DDSVXO pO .p^XD ]D”TIS 
■pitTIIS”! 1ST ’TT .DlbtV TS 711’00 TSp’TJSDIS'jID pX 
po jbm psn pims'jpiST ’i is ni’no px T’X js’sj

.Dibit?

“I 
I 
1 
I 
I

) Please enter my subscription for year(s) 1 
at $6.00 per year I

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
I 
I



irony yurm1
"ur’D *pT j'r’Bty

"2 ui’T" vui?|7R“i-yiy'’»NUN ]DNty bn u'ryuiy 

^OO’JIBNp DIH pB yi*H “UH pD 
nyj^n t»n» oxuisyt noas

U’3"

p«n TO OKU ,"2 in’T" XOXpXl 1X1 JIB X1X1B ’1 
-no33 ixp’OS’X un ps -pT jp’iixixa jixa omx 
.p’lVTIl JTX p’OB’TT 1X”T d'tX TO JO5X1OX3 X’DXD 
pw jixn jbxnp’X’sxoixoT’x xtx’isxbonx ’i px 
u'jp’ITOJX 'TXllX’ TX ,mX’T O3X'2D3BX1XB J1X’ O3’T 
px to .jaxn ’1 jp’® ms oxoxpxi px jaxn-oxox 
jx o^x oxi jobxioxb 'rxiur px xixitx ’na 
pa pTxoonpx oxx ixi ixa iixtxi ixuroo'iTDixnx 
pxn 'rxo b’D .jxoxbx mix jib jaxV jixa px bxiur 
tx .tx ixonx px xiTD’io-noiD ixi pa oiixttxi to 
XTX px JOT JX3Xp 0’1 bXTX’ DJ11 XOXO Xlixb X >jnx 
■joxo pa pxn ixd’x jx’xi px 5>xaxixo on oixn 

.iiioamxa 
jsxn ox’sxp’^TB x”i n pa ua’1? px 
rx oxn ,"2 ITT" xoxpxi ’i jp’io o’o joixo’ixeopx 
jaxio pp oxn .pixoo’i xbxo’o x qnx xoxpxi x 
.BSp-QXUX J31X10 pp oxn px IXOXOX’r’p 1450 'J’TX 
jTBixom uxmti px p’DD’nmax^ ixa to jobxn 
in px -pix jtx noio px dxi jaxn xoxaxi x 
IP’txt ms rpo x pxo is ’io .obxix'txtxi 
ixnnx ixa ikbxj x rx oxn ttxtxh jtx’oo’Toixnx 
un ixoi’n tx .ix'jp p’lioix'nB rx’o .jnxoo’Tpx 
n jx”ou> ,"2 in’T" xoxpxi iXi pa iiTbpmoix 
ps”T ixinxTbxitir ’i .ixmxi ixixp’ixox 
mown ixixp’ixox ixi pa p’jixn'ax p’uxoix^a 

.jixia vb'tptx px 
■pT U1XT J1TTSJH n oxn ,DXT ^xbtx p’p u>un rx’o 
y’jxix’xxnaurx n p”Tinsistmx ax p’inwpy 
iwban 'ins .pxTroxDX pxmxB -ixa pirnsxp 
snzraxnx n pmim-wonx nxh> pa pim -pT pxn'o 
pa UTT’ixu’b'om pn ^txt jx’xt umiix .rrano 
TJl’TIBJ UH Tliunx px JBXTTDXUX 
.wxna uip’TKi th px .hxiuixp ivbxjx’xxraDrx
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mo p’p p’unj on p3”T ,nvoD’3’D-pyonx -n 
vby’XDBD niiTx .pisi’nsxmxa y'TB’xoao 
5>XT S3TT3Sn-^XT0’ ’1 TX ,JT3»2 T’X'D .p3»T?B3Xp 
UH 1BU1TX OB’Tl£nOU3TX TX JO’^SX 
oxi juxaixa psn pssnixp lyVxsx’sxTivos’x 
’1 T’UpX P’T Don JK1 .pxiroxox P’’iaunxa 
rx oxn .irnjny-Dxux pa Tuisnx PI7X3X’XX313?O3’X 
px X"3TX pa PXDD3’X VU3»pi3?3X pX 37O313O3?aXp ’1 
”0 DTDJSTJHB3H TX px p3”T'D px pXlB Sp’TXl ’1 
d'tvb'd .nu’io yio’DD’bx’sxo ’i ”o px^aioo ’i 
yp’TXl ’1 ’133 .DB’IWIVOTTX sp’i'rxiu?’ ’1 ribo 
b>XT'D TX ,Jl’VxiO3Xp ^>XT T03MK »,2X3X’XX31VO3’X

• JX’Xl 1S7T13TX px JBXn-DXUX p’p P’T 0It”3 
•JISO’TX pa ITTiybpiSH ’1 UlSHin 3XH px 
on jx’rpmoix bxiur px to .mobim on1? .moo’i’o 
isi ’n ,Din nxa ixi .jx’xi px ix’vi jaxn oxi 
ixa oxoxpxi oixa’bxi oxn iixaixa-joxnxo 
■pT ]B1X1 1’0 V”TT" 0X1 px 0’33® X1XT13TX 

."JP’T’OIXB 
iixaixB-joxnxo ixi: ixoixpixa x rx nox ixi 
■jaxn jtb xtxb x”3 x jannxnx on hxo p’p oxn 
.niTO j’txo’o j’x 0’3 jtx obxn ixi qnx on .JX’Xl 
janx MTTixxi x jxnxi pnsxotx jxi”T ontx xtx 
’i qm ix’xrjaxTT jtb oxim X’n ja”i3X 
’1 Jill JX’Xl 1XT13TX px JTX 1XT1X1 !X3Xp’lX0X 
ixi o’o jonnxnx pi oxn'o .ixi’ixt^xuo’ 
ixi 0’0 -JX31X1 px q”ip3xia o’o x’xxixaxxp 
ixn oxi .ixinixi ixixp’ixox ’i o’o x’sxixaxxp 
j'txo’o j’x ix’xrjaxn pa xtxb x”i x jx 03”td 
x ixi jib ixbxi ’i ixo qxs op'xounxa oxn .hito 
,"2 Tn’T" xoxpxi ’i jxVp’TToix bxo oxi .nonbo 
’i jixp nxn x n’ra oixn oxi rx 'jxox -jxt ornixa 
XIX’BXIX X^X Jixp 1X3 ,nT3’10 Xp’imistx XIX’IXIX 
Page 24


